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MEET THE FACULT Y

Tala Awada, Ph.D.
Tala Awada is an associate professor in
the University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s School
of Natural Resources, where she has been an
SNR faculty
member for the
last nine years.
Her particular
areas of research
interest include
grassland/forest
ecology, plant
ecophysiology,
water relations
and gas exchange.

Education:
Ph.D., Department
�������������������������������������
of Plant Sciences, Univer�
sity of Saskatchewan, Canada, 2000.
M.S., Environmental
������������������������������������
and Renewable Resourc�
es, Mediterranean Agronomic Institute of
Chania, Greece, 1995.
B.S., Agricultural
���������������������������������������
Engineering, Lebanese Uni�
versity, Lebanon, 1992.
continued on page 3
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Above Average Precipitation
Causes Groundwater Level Rises
By Steve Ress

There are
reasons for cau�
tious optimism as
groundwater levels
over much of the
eastern two-thirds of
Nebraska rebounded
slightly, due mainly
to above average
precipitation in 2008
and 2009, according
to a report recently released by the University
of Nebraska–Lincoln.
“The long term trend over much of the
state is that groundwater levels have contin�

ued to decline from the period of predevelop�
ment of irrigation to the present, but over
the past year we have recorded widespread

continued on page 14

$3.1 million NSF Grant Funds
Innovative Grad Education Program
by Steve Ress

The University of Nebraska–
Lincoln is launching an innovative,
interdisciplinary graduate education
program to prepare future scientists,
policymakers and natural resource
managers to address increasingly
complex global water issues, thanks
to a $3.1 million National Science
Foundation grant.
The five-year grant from NSF’s
Integrative Graduate Education
and Research Traineeship Program,

Craig Allen, a professor in UNL’s School of
Natural Resources and leader of the Nebraska
Cooperative Fish and Wildlife Research Unit, was
recently awarded a $3.1 million National Science
Foundation IGERT grant, the first such grant of
its type at UNL (IANR photo by Brett Hampton).

watercenter.unl.edu

continued on page 16
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Fro m the Int er im D irect or
Br u c e D vorak

Getting a Feel for the Job
With Lots Ahead for the Water Center
After five months as the Water Center’s

interim director I feel like I am beginning to
get a better feel for and understanding of the
myriad programs and projects the UNL center
is involved in and how we will be moving
forward in both the short and long terms as
we help facilitate solutions to our many state
and regional water challenges.
Though five months probably isn’t more
than a snapshot in the grand scheme of things,
it is long enough to allow for some close
involvement in many of the areas the Water
Center is involved in and for me to be able to
report to you what I have found to date and
give you some idea of what directions we will
be heading in over the next year or so.
Here are some of my thoughts, observa�
tions and notes on upcoming and recent past
events, in no particular order:
 There will be an important follow-on
conference to attend this spring. After a six-year
run, the Water Law, Policy and Science (WLPS)
Conference is going on hiatus. In its place will
be a May 3 and 4 conference in Lincoln on
Water for Food, sponsored by the UNL Office
of Research and Economic Development. The
WLPS conference series exceeded all expecta�
tions. Originally scheduled for a three-year run,
the series ended-up running twice that long,
beginning with the debut conference at the
UNL College of Law in 2004. The Water Center
is committed to continuing its success by incor�
porating some of its elements into both the
May Water for Food Conference and our fall
symposium, with a law and policy track.
The May Water for Food Conference is
actually a follow-on to an initial conference of
the same name that was held at UNL last May.
That conference keyed on perspectives on the
global issues of water for food, how we grow
more food with less water, cost of water and en�

visioning a Global
Water for Food
Institute. This
follow-on confer�
ence will key on
the main themes
of crop develop�
ment on drought
tolerant crops
and crops that use
less water; water management for agriculture
production (e.g., application technology, deficit
irrigation, minimum till); law and economic
policies; and how agriculture adapts to poten�
tial future water supply scenarios.
The overall program will be plenary
speakers in the morning, and multiple tracks
in the afternoon to bring focus to the main
themes. It is anticipated that there will be a mix
of state, national and international issues and
participants. We hope to share what we have
done in Nebraska with the rest of the world,
and to learn from other experiences elsewhere.
 I have much enjoyed my interactions
with the Water Resources Advisory Panel
(WRAP) as well as opportunities to meet with
a wide range of water faculty and stakeholders.
 I got a real crash course in the opera�
tions of the Water Center by participating in
the School of Natural Resources’ comprehen�
sive five-year unit review, shortly after landing
in the director’s chair. This is a very important
academic accreditation process that is both
a report card and plan for the future. The
reviewers charged with looking at the Water
Center were all very positive in their assess�
ments and had some viable suggestions for
ways we can improve as we move forward.
 Following on the heals of last fall’s very
successful Platte River Symposium in Kearney,
continued on page 15
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MEET THE FACULT Y

Cody L. Knutson, Ph.D.
Cody Knutson is a research assistant professor, water resources sci�
entist and leader of the National Drought Mitigation Center’s (NDMC)
Planning and Social Science Program at the University of Nebraska–
Lincoln. NDMC is part of UNL’s School of Natural Resources within the
University of Nebraska’s Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources.
Knutson has been an NDMC faculty member since 2004 and was previ�
ously part of the center as a professional staff member since 1997. His
primary research interests include drought planning, water and natural
resources policy, rural water development, American Indians, environ�
mental perceptions, public participation, collaborative planning, capacity
building, environmental justice, and international development

Education:
Ph.D., Geography, applied human/environmental emphasis, UNL, 2004.
M.A., Anthropology, applied cultural/development emphasis; minor,
Geography, UNL, 1997.
M.S., Geological Engineering, water resources and environmental
quality emphases, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology,
1996.
B.S., Geological Engineering, ground water emphasis, South Dakota
School of Mines and Technology, 1993.

Examples of Current Research/
Scholarly Service:
As leader of the Planning and
Social Science Program Area at NDMC,
Knutson’s research and scholarly service
focuses on better understanding stake�
holder perceptions of water, climate, and
drought-related issues and working to develop planning tools to help
them better prepare for and respond to drought. Examples of current
activities include:
Developing a web-based drought planning guide for livestock and for�
age producers
Creating a web-based water and drought information portal for the
Republican River Basin of Colorado, Nebraska, and Kansas
Helping to establish a near-real time ground water monitoring network
across Nebraska
Establishing a national Drought-Ready Communities program to help
communities prepare for times of drought
Studies to better understand stakeholder perceptions of long-term (i.e.,
decadal) climate fluctuations in the Missouri River Basin
Working with the United Nations International Strategy for Disaster
Reduction and the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
United Nations to develop international planning guides and pro�
vide training for drought mitigation and preparedness

continued on page 13

Tala Awada, Ph.D. continued from page 1
Examples of Current Research:
My current research focuses on understanding the impacts of
woody species expansion on ecosystem functions in the Sandhills with
emphasis on water, carbon and grasslands health. More specifically, I
am 1) investigating the impacts of Pinus ponderosa and Juniperus virginiana expansion on rangeland species composition, productivity and
forage quality; 2) determining water use of invasive woody species in
upland (Sandhills), and riparian (Republican River) areas of Nebraska
using sap flux techniques; 3) studying the spatial and seasonal patterns
of water uptake in native grasses and invasive woody species using
oxygen and hydrogen isotopes; 4) determining stand level evapotrans�
piration in invaded areas; 5) investigating environmental controls over
water and carbon assimilations in native grasses and woody invasive
species; and 6) studying the impacts of proposed climate change sce�
narios on the potential future distributions of invasive woody species in
Nebraska and surrounding areas.
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Internationally, I am collaborating with researchers in Greece
to investigate the impacts of climate change on Mediterranean pine
forests.

Teaching:
I teach the Introduction to Forest Management (NRES 310), and
Plant Ecophysiology: theory and practice (NRES 406/806) courses.
Internationally, I visit the Mediterranean Agronomic Institute of Cha�
nia, Greece every fall (since 2004) to teach a week-long course on Plant
Stress Physiology.

Selected Publications:
Bihmidine, S., Bryan, N.M., Payne, K.R., Parde, M.R., Okalebo, J.A.,
Cooperstein, S.E., and Awada, T. (2010). Photosynthetic perfor�
mance of invasive Pinus ponderosa and Juniperus virginiana seed�
continued on page 13
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Water Current
Free Water and Resources Lectures Continue
By Steve Ress

The UNL Water Center’s annual spring
semester water and natural resources lecture
series is underway, presenting top speakers on
regional to global water and environmental
concerns each Wednesday through April.
The series began Jan. 13 and concludes
April 28. During that time, lectures are pre�
sented each Wednesday, except March 17 due
to UNL spring break. All lectures are 3:30 to
4:30 p.m., Wednesdays, first floor auditorium
of Hardin Hall, northeast corner of N. 33rd and
Holdrege Sts, UNL East Campus, Lincoln.
Notable speakers remaining in this year’s
series include Ariel Dinar of the University of
California, Riverside who speaks Mar. 3 on the
impact of flow variability on the likelihood
of cooperation among international bilateral

river basin riparians and the April 28 lecture
by The Ohio State University’s Elizabeth
Marschall about the migration delays caused
by dams, temperature and success of migrat�
ing salmon smolts.
Also, Richard Hooper of the Consortium
of Universities for the Advancement of Hy�
drologic Science, Inc., gives the series’ annual
Maurice Kremer Memorial lecture Feb. 24.
He will address advancing hydrologic science
through community involvement. Kremer
lectures acknowledge the water and natural
resources legacy of former State Senator Mau�
rice Kremer of Aurora, whose foresight, vision
and leadership in the Unicameral on water
issues initiated the water planning process in
Nebraska.

On April 7, David Pope, Missouri River
Association of States and Tribes, will talk about
new opportunities in the Missouri River basin
and on April 21, Larkin Powell of UNL’s School
of Natural Resources will relate some of what
he learned on a recent trip to Africa when he
talks about wildlife, water and ecotourism in
Namibia.		
“The lecture series has what we hope is a
deserved reputation for presenting a very wide
variety of speakers and viewpoints related to
current water and environmental issues. We
hope this slate of speakers is no exception to
that reputation,” said seminar organizer and
UNL Water Center assistant director Lorrie
Benson, noting that public interest in the
lectures is always high.
continued on page 15

Planning Continues for Platte Basin Tour
By Steve Ress

Planning for the University of Nebraska–
Lincoln’s summer Water and Natural Resourc�
es Tour is continuing, but heavy winter storms
have resulted in delays to finalizing many of
the details.
The tour will take an in-depth look at
North and South Platte River basin issues that
effect Nebraska and is tentatively planned to
leave Kearney Monday, July 12 and return there
Thursday, July 15. Tour stops will be along the
North and South branches of the Platte River
in Nebraska, Colorado and Wyoming. An indepth look at the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation’s
North Platte irrigation and hydropower project
in Wyoming, including Pathfinder and Seminoe
reservoirs, will be featured.
“The Bureau’s North Plate Project is one of
the most historic and famous irrigation projects
in all the western states and something that ev�
eryone involved with water issues in Nebraska
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Pathfinder Reservoir was completed more than a hundred years

needs to see,” said
ago and is a cornerstone of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation’s
North Platte Project, near Casper, Wy.
UNL Water Center
communicator
Steve Ress.
“Nebraska,
Wyoming and Col�
orado are highly
dependent on ir�
rigation water and
hydropower gener�
ated in the North
Platte watershed,”
said tour director
Michael Jess. “The
tour last visited
100 years ago under then-President Theodore
this very historic and important federal im�
poundment project eight years ago and there
Roosevelt. The project irrigates a large swath
are many people that have told us they would
of cropland in western Nebraska, above Lake
like to see it either for the first time, or again.” McConaughy.
continued on page 17
Project construction began more than
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October River Basins Symposium and Law Conference
The UNL Water Center and U.S.
Geological Survey Nebraska Water Science
Center are teaming to present a two-day
combination water law conference and Platte
River basins symposium in Lincoln.
The Oct. 6 and 7 event will be at
Lincoln’s downtown Holiday Inn and will
feature water law topics on Wed, Oct. 6, fol�
lowed by Greater Platte River basins topics
on Thursday, Oct. 7, said co-organizer Lorrie
Benson, assistant director of the UNL Water
Center.

The first-day law conference will focus
on Nebraska water law topics and is primar�
ily designed for practicing attorneys, but will
also be of interest to other water professionals,
such as natural resource district board and
staff members, Benson said.
The following day, focus shifts to a wide
variety of research and programming-based
topics dealing with the Greater Platte River
basins, including the Niobrara and Republi�
can River basins, she said. This is something
of a follow-on to last October’s Fall Platte

River Basin Science and Resource Manage�
ment Symposium in Kearney, that was so well
received, Benson said.
This fall’s one-day symposium will focus
on research and programming related to the
basins, including both physical and human
sciences.
Attendees can register for either the con�
ference or symposium alone, or both events.
Registration details and conference/
symposium agendas will be available online at
watercenter.unl.edu as they become available.

Dec 22, 2009

Feds Mull Regulating Drugs in Water
By Jeff Donn, Associated Press

Federal regulators have sharply shifted
course on long-standing policy toward pharma�
ceutical residues in the nation’s drinking water,
taking a critical first step toward regulating
some of the contaminants while acknowledging
they could threaten human health.
A burst of significant announcements in
recent weeks reflects an expanded government
effort to deal with pharmaceuticals as environ�
mental pollutants:
— For the first time, the Environmental
Protection Agency has listed some pharmaceu�
ticals as candidates for regulation in drinking
water. The agency also has launched a survey
to check for scores of drugs at water treatment
plants across the nation.
— The Food and Drug Administration
has updated its list of waste drugs that should
be flushed down the toilet, but the agency has
also declared a goal of working toward the
return of all unused medicines.
— The National Toxicology Program is
conducting research to clarify how human
health may be harmed by drugs at low envi�
ronmental levels.
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The Associated Press reported last year
that the drinking water of at least 51 million
Americans contains minute concentrations of
a multitude of drugs. Water utilities, reply�
ing to an AP questionnaire, acknowledged
the presence of antibiotics, sedatives, sex
hormones and dozens of other drugs in their
supplies.
The news reports stirred congressional
hearings and legislation, more water test�
ing and more disclosure of test results. For
example, an Illinois law goes into effect Jan. 1
banning health care institutions from flushing

unused medicine into wastewater systems.
The EPA’s new study will look for 200
chemical and microbial contaminants at
50 plants that treat drinking water. The list
includes 125 pharmaceuticals or related
chemicals. This research will help federal water
officials decide if regulations are needed.
In the first move toward possible drink�
ing-water standards, the EPA has put 13 phar�
maceuticals on what it calls the Contaminant
Candidate List. They are mostly sex hormones,
but include the antibiotic erythromycin and
continued on page 18
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Sediments and Emerging Contaminants: On the Menu and in the Air
By Alan S. Kolok, Ph.D., Aquatic Toxicologist, Department of Biology, UNO;
Department of Environmental, Agricultural and Occupational Health, UNMC

Last summer, I wrote an article for the
Water Current focusing on sediment particles,
which are home to a microbial community
that can metabolize emerging contaminants
into different molecular forms. Furthermore,
the community of microbes will itself change
based upon composition of the sediment bed.
Perhaps because I am a biologist, I have gener�
ally thought that the microbial community as�
sociated with sediment particles was far more
important then the particles themselves.
However, two presentations at the Society
of Environmental Toxicology and Chemis�
try (SETAC) meeting in New Orleans, La. in
November have caused me to reconsider my
long-held position.
Generally, it is assumed that sediments
are a sink for emerging contaminants; that is, a
matrix where
emerging
contami�
nants enter
but do not
return. In
contrast, wa�
ter overlying
the sediment
is assumed
UNO environmental
toxicologist Alan Kolok.
to act as the
source for
contaminants, ushering them from their point
of origin to points downstream.
As an extension of this conceptual ap�
proach, it is often thought that the water
borne chemical is available to aquatic organ�
isms such as fish, while chemicals associated
with the sediment particles are unavailable to
fish or other aquatic life.
One of the presentations at SETAC was
by my Ph.D. student, Marlo Sellin, and focused
on her Ph.D. research. When she brought
sediment and water back from a local field site
and exposed fathead minnows (a Nebraska
native baitfish) to them in our laboratory, she
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got some very surprising results.
Female minnows were defeminized when
exposed to a laboratory combination of field
water and field sediment. This is the same
result we get when our minnows spend a week
visiting this field site, housed in sealed min�
now traps. The surprising result was that fish
in the lab, exposed to clean lab water and field
sediment, were also defeminized.
At the same time, fish in the lab exposed
to field water without the sediment were not
altered. In this system, the sediment is not
acting as a sink for contaminants, but rather is
acting as the source! That’s not how it’s sup�
posed to happen.
There are two possible explanations that
can explain Sellin’s results. First is that the
microbial community associated with the
sediment is converting a sediment-bound
contaminant into a form that can reenter the
water column. This would not be particu�
larly surprising, and in fact was discussed
previously in one of my earlier Water Current
articles. Second is that the sediment bound
contaminant is directly available to fish in its
bound form.
To understand how that might be pos�
sible, you have to think about the epicurean
habits of the designing fathead minnow. These
fish are omnivores and dine on small bits
of plant and animal matter. As such, min�
nows (and many other fish) often consume
sediment, not for the inorganic particles
themselves, but to glean the nutritious blend
of microbes from the particle’s surface. Fish
caged in the field are much healthier if they
have exposure to this food source, and the
intestines of minnows living on sediment
inevitably become full of the stuff.
Regardless of the specific mechanism,
Sellin’s results clearly indicate that sediment
particles can act as the primary source for
emerging contaminants in a system.
A second SETAC talk further supports

new roles for particulates in the transport of
emerging contaminants. The presentation,
by Dr. Phillip Smith, Texas Tech University,
focused on steroids and dust that rises around
Texas cattle feedlots.
West Texas climate is well known for be�
ing dry and windy. As such, when beef cattle
void their wastes, they are quickly desiccated
and pounded by hooves into the dusty feedlot
surface. Fecal particulates, veterinary phar�
maceuticals and steroidal growth-promoting
compounds all become associated with the
dusts that can then be blown off from the
surface of the feedlot and travel downwind.
Smith documented that one growth pro�
moting steroid, trenbolone acetate, was indeed
carried, in quantifiable concentrations, on
these dust particles downwind from feedlots.
I used to think of sediments as solely
being inert, uninteresting bedrock underlying
the living skin of a complex microbial com�
munity. Recent findings (even from my own
lab!) have clearly demonstrated that sediment
particles might be particularly important in
the transport and bioavailability of emerging
contaminants.
In some systems, our model of emerging
contaminants bound to sediment particles
should probably include the periodic routing
of the particle through the digestive system of
a living, aquatic organism. In other systems
the model may have to include sediment
desiccation and wind borne transport of
dust particles. In this latter system, emerging
contaminants might just hang on to the dust
particle and go along for the ride.
As with many other areas of study that
I have touched on in this series, our under�
standing of the fate, transfer and biological ef�
fects of emerging contaminants becomes more
complicated the closer we look at it.
It now appears that the lowly sediment
particle can be a much more important factor
in the system then we ever thought possible.
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Watching Water Consumption
By Cheryl Alberts, IANR News Service

Less water.
It’s something many Nebraskans – and Americans – are dealing
with or will be soon. For agricultural producers, that means mounting
interest in growing crops with moisture-saving measures.
One way to save moisture is by increasing the amount of crop
residue left on the soil surface. It works for dryland farming, but what
about for irrigated?
At the West Central Research and Extension Center at North
Platte in 2007, Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources water
resources and irrigation engineer Simon van Donk planted corn in
40-by-40-foot plots. One set of plots was covered with no-till irrigated
soybean residue. The residue was removed from the other set of plots,
leaving the soil surface bare.
The 2007 growing season was fairly wet, so both sets of plots
were sprinkler-irrigated with only 4.5 inches total.
By late August and September, corn plants on the bare-surface
plots dried out and turned yellow and brown much sooner than
plants on the residue-covered plots.
“We didn’t find much difference in soil water content between
the two kinds of plots, but we did see a big difference in yield at the
end of the season,” van Donk said.

Agronomy research technologist James Petersen
uses a neutron probe to measure soil water content as
part of an IANR project to determine water savings in
plots with crop residue and plots without crop residue.
(Photo courtesy Simon van Donk)

At harvest, corn yield was significantly greater on the residuecovered plots – 197-bushel per acre compared to 172-bushel per acre
for the bare-soil plots.
continued on page 17

“Improved” Site Adds New Features
By Duane Mohlman and Steve Ress

The UNL Water Center launched a revamped web site in Janu�
ary that has added new features and makes existing and often-used
features easier to find and use.
The site can be found at http://watercenter.unl.edu
New to the home page are rotating profiles of University of
Nebraska–Lincoln faculty and staff who regularly work on waterrelated issues and stories featuring a variety of water-related research
involving NU researchers. Both rotations will be updated on a
regular basis.
Also new are student and faculty - narrated PowerPoint presen�
tations, as well as recorded lectures from the weekly January through
April water seminars series. There also is an easily searchable
database of many of the projects the Water Center has been involved
with since its beginning in 1964.
The site’s increasingly popular NU Water Related Research
Database continues to grow. There, users can search water-related
research projects by Nebraska county, legislative district, congressio�
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nal district, Natural Resource District, Wildlife Management Area or
search all records. Related to this database is the continuously updat�
ed “NU Water-Related Research in Brief: Information for Nebraska’s
Water Resources Decision-Makers,” that highlights the work of NU
water faculty and makes their expertise on relevant water issues easily
accessible via downloadable papers.
If you are interested in learning even more about water-related
research at UNL, you can query the site’s water-related faculty and
staff grants database. The database has a listing of funded projects by
faculty or staff member and can be searched by keyword or funding
agency.
Other site enhancements are in the areas of the Water Sciences
Laboratory, Water Resources Advisory Panel (WRAP), and links to aca�
demic programs. There is extensive historical information, including
PDFs of all Water Currents from 1969, current and historical informa�
tion about Water Center sponsored events, such as the Water Tour, Col�
loquium and Water Law, Policy and Science Conference, is available.
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Water Current
Featured Partner:

Tern and Plover Conservation Partnership
By Duane Mohlman, UNL Water Center and
Mary Bomberger Brown and Christine Thody, Tern and Plover Conservation Partnership

Those interested in Nebraska birds, especially endangered
Loup, Niobrara and Elkhorn rivers, both species were placed on the
Interior Least Terns (Sternula antillarum athalassos) and threatened
federal Endangered Species List in 1986 in response to declines in
Piping Plovers (Charadrius melodus) that nest along Nebraska rivers,
their numbers from loss of nesting and over-wintering habitat.
should know the Tern and Plover Conservation Partnership.
Plovers spend winters along the U.S. Gulf Coast, while Terns
The Partnership, based at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s
head farther south into the Caribbean. They are also protected by
School of
Nebraska’s Nongame and Endangered Species Conservation Act
Natural
and are considered Tier 1 at-risk species by the Nebraska Natural
Resources
Legacy Project.
on UNL’s
After a violation of the Endangered Species Act in 1991, it
East Cam�
became clear that Terns, Plovers and people needed a bit more
pus, works
help in Nebraska. To help with that, John Dinan, Nebraska Game
to increase
and Parks Commission, and Jeanine Lackey and Ron Johnson,
population
UNL founded the Tern and Plover Conservation Program in
size and
1999. Funding is from the Nebraska Environmental Trust, State
reproduc�
Wildlife Grants Program, Nebraska Bird Partnership, and the
tive success
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation.
of Terns
and Plovers
What the Partnership Does
nesting at
sand and
Some of the Partnership’s management activities include:
gravel mines,
MonitorPiping Plovers are identified by their white chest, buff
lakeshore
ing Populations:
housing de� wings and back, and a distinctive single black band
Every
year, the
around their neck and across their forehead. They are
velopments often seen near the shoreline, running in short bursts
Partnership
and on river as they search for insects and aquatic invertebrates. In
begins monitor�
Nebraska, Plovers are a state and federally threatened
sandbars,
ing in early April.
species. (Nebraska Game and Parks Commission
while pre�
Sand and gravel
photo).
venting and
mines, lakeshore
mediating conflicts between people and nesting
housing develop�
birds.
ments and river
Most of their efforts are directed toward
sandbars are vis�
terns and plovers in the Platte, Loup, and
ited for potential
Elkhorn rivers, but they work with partners
nesting sites.
from across the state and nation. Their research
Data is collected
program addresses relationships between Platte
on the numbers
River flows, habitats, and nesting birds. Public
of nests, adults,
Interior Least Terns can be identified by their white body, light
education and involvement are integral parts of gray wings, yellow bill tipped with black, yellow legs, and white
eggs, chicks, and
forehead patch. They are often seen hovering over bodies of water
their efforts, as well.
fledglings of both
before diving to catch small fish. In Nebraska, Terns are a state
Terns and Plovers were some of the first
species.
and federally endangered species. (Nebraska Game and Parks
birds to be described by early explorers to the
Colony ProCommission photo).
region, including Lewis and Clark and Audu�
tection: To help
bon. Before that, Native Americans were very familiar with them.
deter predators, the Partnership puts electric fences around nesting
Despite their historical abundance along the Missouri, Platte,
colonies.
8
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Individual Nest Protection: Plover nests are individually protected
This year’s meeting is Feb. 23, Hardin Hall, UNL East Campus. The
from predators by wire mesh exclosures.
annual meeting brings researchers from across Nebraska, and beyond,
Deterring Nesting Birds: Before the birds arrive, the Partnership
for updates on research and techniques for protecting Terns and
meets with mine personnel and homeowners’ associations to map out
Plovers their range. For more information or to register, contact Mary
where mining and construction operations will occur during the sum�
Bomberger Brown or Thody.
mer months. If those areas are potential nesting sites, the Partnership
develops a plan to direct human and bird activities at those locations.
T-shirts, Mugs, Hats, Birds Still Available
Attracting Nesting Birds: The Partnership, working with prop�
erty owners and mine personnel work together to improve quality of
Tern and Plover merchandise, which helps support the partner�
potential nesting sites.
ship, is available from UNL’s Nebraska Maps and More store at http://
Research: Partnership research helps provide a better understand�
nebraskamaps.unl.edu. The Partnership also produces As the Plover
ing of the birds and their biology. Information is used to develop an
Terns, an online newsletter. To receive a copy via email, contact Thody.
adaptive management plan for the terns and plovers nesting in the
For more information on any of the Partnership’s activities go online
to http://ternandplover.unl.edu/.
Platte, Loup, and  Elkhorn rivers.
Education and Outreach:
Partnership staff visits schools,
Members
Governor Dave Heineman declared Oct. 14, 2009 as “Interior
churches, clubs and other organiza�
Least Tern and Piping Plover Day” in Nebraska. The event
commemorated 10 years of conservation by the Tern and
tions to give presentations about
Members of the Partnership
Plover Conservation Partnership, based at UNL’s School of
the birds, the Platte River, and their
include: Arps Gravel and Concrete,
Natural Resources. Chris Thody (left) and Mary Bomberger
organization. If you are interested,
Central Sand and Gravel, Girl
Brown (right) receive the proclamation from Heineman.
contact Chris Thody. The Partner�
Scouts-Spirit of America, Hallett
ship encourages public involve�
Materials, Harwest Corporation,
ment, especially through volunteer�
Lake Socorro Homeowner’s As�
ing, and their web site lists many
sociation, Legacy Resources, Loup
opportunities.
Power District, Lower Platte South
Natural Resources District, LymanVolunteering
Richey Corporation, National Fish
and Wildlife Foundation, Nebraska
Volunteers are a critical to
Bird Partnership, Nebraska Envi�
Partnership activities. People help
ronmental Trust, Nebraska Game
carry out the Partnership’s mis�
and Parks Commission, Nebraska
sion of protecting the birds while
Nongame Conservation Fund,
avoiding conflicts with humans. As
Oldcastle Materials, Overland Sand
a volunteer, you could: Help erect protective fences and exclosures;
and Gravel, Papio-Missouri Natural Resources District, Pilger Sand
ensure electric fence is working properly; obtain counts of terns and
and Gravel, Preferred Rocks of Genoa, Stalp Sand and Gravel, Western
plovers and their nests; assist with research; provide greater protection
Sand and Gravel, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
to colonies from human disturbance; help keep program coordinator
For more information, contact: Brown, Program Coordinator,
and mine operators informed about nesting progress; and help with
(402) 472-8878, mbrown9@unl.edu; Thody, Outreach Coordinator,
education programs.
(402) 472-8741, cthody2@unl.edu; or write: Tern and Plover Conserva�
tion Partnership, School of Natural Resources, 153 Hardin Hall, 3310
Help is needed along the Lower Platte, Loup, and Elkhorn rivers
Holdrege Street, University of Nebraska–Lincoln, Lincoln, Nebraska
in Nebraska from mid May through August. Time commitment rang�
es from one day to several times a week. No experience is necessary.
68583-0931 or email ternsandplovers@unl.edu
Volunteers receive the birds’ gratitude, plus a t-shirt, and hat. Contact
Thody, if interested.
(Editor’s Note: This is the fourth edition of a new Water Current
series featuring Nebraska environmental non-governmental groups,
Annual Meeting
organizationsand/or partners of the UNL Water Center. By featuring
these groups we hope to promote their good work).
Another way to learn more about the Partnership, as well as
the birds, is to attend the annual Nebraska Tern and Plover meeting.
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Wastewater Treatment Education
Helps Protect Nebraska’s Water Resources
By Sharon Skipton, Jan Hygnstrom, and Wayne Woldt, UNL Extension

As Nebraskans welcomed 2006, most
were unaware of a significant change occur�
ring in the state at that time; a change that
would help protect our water resources by
focusing attention on how sewage from private
systems is treated before being recycled back
into the environment.
Prior to this date, anyone could install,
repair, and/or pump Nebraska’s estimated
250,000 private wastewater treatment systems
with no requirement for training or documen�
tation of competency.
That changed on Jan. 1, 2006 when
NebraskaDepartment of Environmental
Quality (NDEQ) regulations began requiring
certification-by-exam and continuing educa�
tion for anyone working on private wastewater
treatment systems. This resulted in both
an immediate and long-term need for
unbiased, research-based wastewater
treatment education. The need was met
by University of Nebraska - Lincoln
Extension, through a U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency 319 grant from NDEQ.

UNL environmental engineer Wayne
Woldt works with onsite professionals to
determine soil properties.

UNL Extension has taken a long-term
“Academy” approach to developing and deliv�
ering education. The certification curriculum
builds on a beginning level Basics 100 course
that introduces individuals to private waste�
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water treatment. Intermediate level Installer
101, Pumper 101, and Inspector 101 courses
prepare people for certification in their respec�
tive fields of work.
All curriculum is Nebraska-specific
and science-based. Classes were offered at
numerous locations around the state. By Jan.
1, 2006, when the new regulation took effect,
nearly 600 professionals had passed exams and
obtained certification, with NDEQ reporting a
higher pass rate for those participating in UNL
Extension certification training than those
who did not. In addition, many commented
they were glad they had participated in Exten�
sion’s training and that it had helped them
pass the exam.
UNL Extension Educator Jan
Hyngstrom discusses soil
percolation tests with Monty
Splitter, City of Kearney.

offered annually to those entering the
industry.
The Academy approach contin�
ued with development of the next level
of training: AdvancedLevel Alternative
Systems, Sizing and Layout, Pumps
UNL Extension Educator Sharon
and Controls, Dosed Systems, and InSkipton demonstrates the use of a
Depth Soils, with a total of 24 classes
quarter-scale model of a septic tank.
offered at 10 locations throughout
Nebraska.
A follow-up survey five to 10
Since 2007, these sessions have had a
months after certification train�
totaled 755 professionals. Evaluation has docu�
ing documented that 76 percent of
mented greater competency in professionals
pumpers, 70 percent of installers, and working on systems in the state. Of special sig�
89 percent of inspectors had changed nificance, development has been occurring in
behavior resulting in greater protec�
areas where land is not suitable for traditional
tion of water resources. Changes included bet� septic tank/drainfield systems.
ter land application of septage, better layout
These sites have high groundwater tables,
and sizing of systems, adjusting for the water
fractured bedrock, soils that percolate water
table, and improving inspection techniques.
too quickly or too slowly for treatment, or lots
Certification training continues to be
that are too small for the traditional septic

continued on page 17
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Water Resources Advisory Panel Sets Course for 2010
By Rachael Herpel, UNL Water Center and NU Rural Initiative

As 2009 came to a close University of Nebraska–Lincoln’s
Water Resources Advisory Panel (WRAP) noted yearly accomplish�
ments and gave feedback.
The year’s accomplishments included: Updating and ranking
water research priorities; Using the UNL Water Center’s Waterrelated Research Database to identify faculty and research in priority
topic areas; communicating WRAP priority rankings to faculty;
identifying potential project support; developing WRAP website at
water.unl.edu/wrap.
NU water faculty also continued developing proposals and
projects in consideration of WRAP priorities.
Member feedback reflected a diversity of interests. When asked
to project how NU should serve the
state, some were satisfied with how the
university currently provides data and
educational information, stressing that
the good work currently being done
should be continued.
Others stressed a need to focus on
basic water research and data gathering
and still others stressed the importance
of projects taking existing research and
applying it to a regulatory or management need.
Founding WRAP member Eugene Glock noted that he’s
pleased with the emphasis being placed on water research but urged
the university to be even more aggressive in addressing the state’s
water research priorities. He issued a challenge, saying “The uni�
versity must lead in educating the population, both urban and ag,
that we do not have an unlimited supply of water and that we must
develop a plan for sustainability which will provide future genera�
tions with the opportunityto keep our state growing socially and
economically.”
When asked to identify a “special ingredient” WRAP adds to how
the university serves the state, members commented that it is critical
to providing citizen and stakeholder input into UNL water resources
programming, bringing a dose of reality to the university by provid�
ing the perspective of people who deal with water issues every day and
keeping faculty grounded in what Nebraska really needs.
Members noted the value they get from networking among a
cross-section of interests and the responsibility they have to serve as
informed go-betweens.
WRAP met Jan. 19 to review this feedback and plan for the cur�
rent year. WRAP expressed interest in organizing future activities to

address basic and applied research and education needs.
Faculty presentations were given by research assistant professor
Aris Efting, School of Natural Resources, who described methods be�
ing developed to identify Nebraska’s reservoir nutrient standards and
how they will be used to identify stream nutrient standards.
Craig Allen, professor and leader of Nebraska Cooperative
Fish and Wildlife Research Unit, updated progress on the Nebraska
Invasive Species Project and the university’s first National Science
Foundation-funded Integrative Graduate Education and Research
Training (IGERT) project. “Resilience and Adaptive Governance in
Stressed Watersheds” will enable up to 23 students to study complex
systems of people and nature. All students will participate in extern�
ships and workshops exposing them to realworld situations and give them the skills to
transfer knowledge in a way that is useful to
policy makers.
Jesse Korus, Conservation and Survey
Division / School of Natural Resources,
groundwater resources coordinator, sum�
marized the recently published Nebraska
Statewide Groundwater-Level Monitoring
Report 2009. Groundwater levels over much
of the eastern two-thirds of Nebraska rebounded slightly, due mainly
to above average precipitation in 2008 and 2009.
Alan Moeller, Assistant Vice Chancellor for NU’s Institute of
Agriculture and Natural Resources, briefed WRAP on the university’s
budget, saying IANR expects to cut another $1.4 million from its
budget this year.
WRAP meets in April to finalize their 2010 action plan and
continue providing guidance to NU on state water research needs,
education, and outreach programs.
Members are Mark Brohman, Nebraska Environmental Trust;
State Senator Tom Carlson, Agriculture Committee, Nebraska Legis�
lature; Brian Dunnigan, Nebraska Department of Natural Resources;
Eugene Glock, Cedar Bell Farms; Frank Kwapnioski, Nebraska Public
Power District; Marian Langan, Audubon Nebraska; State Senator
Chris Langemeier, Natural Resources Committee, Nebraska Legisla�
ture; Mike Linder, Nebraska Department of Environmental Quality;
John Miyoshi, Lower Platte North NRD; Kirk Nelson, Nebraska Game
and Parks Commission; Jerry Obrist, Lincoln Water System; Lee
Orton, Nebraska Well Drillers Association; Jay Rempe, Nebraska Farm
Bureau; Dennis Strauch, Pathfinder Irrigation District; and Dayle Wil�
liamson, Office of U.S. Senator Ben Nelson.

“The university must
lead in educating the
population, both urban
and ag.”
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USGS Report: Pesticide Levels Decline in Corn Belt Rivers
Concentrations of several major
pesticides mostly declined or stayed the same
in “Corn Belt” rivers and streams from 1996
to 2006, according to a new U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) study.
Declines in pesticide concentrations
closely followed declines in their annual
applications, indicating that reducing pesticide
use is an effective and reliable strategy for
reducing pesticide contamination in streams.
Declines in concentrations of herbicides
cyanazine, alachlor and metolachlor show the
effectiveness of U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) regulatory actions as well as the
influence of new pesticide products.
In addition, declines from 2000 to 2006
in concentrations of insecticide diazinon
correspond to EPA’s national phase-out of
nonagricultural uses.
Scientists studied 11 herbicides and
insecticides frequently detected in the Corn
Belt, which generally includes Illinois, Indiana,
Iowa, Nebraska and Ohio, as well as parts
of adjoining states. This area has among the
highest pesticide use in the nation — mostly
herbicides used for weed control in corn and
soybeans. As a result, these pesticides are
widespread in the region’s streams and rivers,
largely resulting from runoff from cropland
and urban areas.
Elevated concentrations can affect aquatic
organisms in streams as well as drinking water
quality in some high-use areas where surface
water is used for municipal supply.
Four of the 11 pesticides evaluated for
trends were among those most often found
in previous USGS studies to occur at levels
of potential concern for healthy aquatic life.
Atrazine, the most frequently detected, is also
regulated in drinking water.
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“Pesticide use is constantly changing
in response to such factors as regulations,
market forces, and advances in science,” said
Dan Sullivan, lead scientist for the study. “For
example, acetochlor was registered by the
EPA in 1994 with a goal of reducing use of
alachlor and other major corn herbicides —
acetochlor use rapidly increased to a constant
level by about 1996, and alachlor use declined.
Cyanazine use also decreased rapidly from
1992 to 2000, as it was phased out because
of environmental concerns. Metolachlor
use did not markedly decrease until about
1998, when S-metolachlor, a more effective
version that requires lower application rates,
was introduced. Each of these declines in
use was accompanied by similar declines in
concentrations.”
Although trends in concentration and
use almost always closely corresponded,
concentrations of atrazine and metolachlor
each declined in one stream more rapidly than
their estimated use. According to Skip Vecchia,
senior author of the report on this analysis,
“The steeper decline in these instances may be
caused by agricultural management practices
that have reduced pesticide transport, but data
on management practices are not adequate to
definitively answer the question. Overall, use is
the most dominant factor driving changes in
concentrations.”
Only one pesticide — simazine, which
is used for both agricultural and urban
weed control — increased from 1996 to
2006. Concentrations of simazine in some
streams increased more sharply than its trend
in agricultural use, suggesting that nonagricultural uses of this herbicide, such as for
controlling weeds in residential areas and along
roadsides, increased during the study period.

The USGS study is based on analysis of
11 pesticides for 31 stream sites in the Corn
Belt for two partially overlapping time periods:
1996 to 2002 and 2000 to 2006. Pesticides
included in the trend analyses were the
herbicides atrazine, acetochlor, metolachlor,
alachlor, cyanazine, EPTC, simazine,
metribuzin and prometon, and the insecticides
chlorpyrifos and diazinon. Additional detailed
analyses of relations between concentrations
and use focused on four herbicides mainly
used for weed control in corn (atrazine,
acetochlor, metolachlor and alachlor) at a
subset of 11 sites on the main rivers and
selected large tributaries in the Ohio, Upper
Mississippi and Missouri River basins.
Glyphosate, an herbicide, which has had
rapidly increasing use on new genetically,
modified varieties of soybeans and corn, and
which now is the most heavily used herbicide
in the nation, was not measured until late in
the study and thus had insufficient data for
analysis of trends.
A USGS Scientific Investigations Report,
“Trends in Pesticide Concentrations in CornBelt Streams, 1996-2006,” and a journal article
in the Environmental Science and Technology
journal, “Trends in Concentrations and Use of
Agricultural Herbicides for Corn Belt Rivers”
is available online. Additional information,
including data, reports and maps on pesticide
status, trends and use may be found at the
USGS Pesticide National Synthesis Project
Web site.
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Meet the Faculty continued from page 3
Cody L. Knutson, Ph.D.

continued from page 3

Examples of Past Research/Scholarly Service:
Understanding the perceptions of farmers and ranchers about
drought in Nebraska
Developing a low flow early warning system for the nation’s streams
with the NWS
Drought planning with American Indian tribes in the western United
States
Collaborative rural water development between American Indian
tribes and non-tribal water districts in South Dakota.

Selected Publications:
Knutson, C.L. and D.A. Wilhite (2008) New Developments and Opportunities for Drought Risk Reduction in Asia, In Global Change
and Sustainable Development: Asia-Pacific Perspectives, ed. P.K.
Low, Cambridge University Press: Cambridge, England (in press)
Knutson, C.L., (2008) Adaptation to Water Stress in the Great Plains.
Water Resources IMPACT, Vol. 10(4), pp18-21
Knutson, C.L., (2008) The role of water conservation in drought planning. Journal of Soil and Water Conservation, Vol. 63(5)

FOA/NDMC (2008) The Near East Drought Planning Manual:
Guidelines for Drought Mitigation and Preparedness Planning,
C. L. Knutson (Author), Food and Agriculture Organization of
the United Nations Near East Regional Office and the National
Drought Mitigation Center, USA: Cairo, Egypt, 50 pp.
Knutson, C.L., S. Jones, M.E. Sittler, M. Higgins, M.D. Svoboda, D.R.
Kluck, and D.A. Wilhite (2008) Development of a Low Flow
Early Warning System for the NOAA National Weather Service,
USA, International Journal of Ecological Economics and Statistics,
Vol. 12 (F08), pp. 44-57.
Wilhite, D.A., and C.L. Knutson (2008) Drought management planning: Conditions for success, Options Mediterraneennes, Series A.,
No. 80, pp. 141-148.
UN/ISDR (2007) Drought Risk Reduction Framework and Practices:
Contributing to the Implementation of the Hyogo Framework
for Action, C.L. Knutson (Lead Author), United Nations secretariat for the International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UN/
ISDR), Geneva, Switzerland, 144+vi pp
Knutson, C.L., M.J. Hayes, and M.D. Svoboda (2007) A Case Study of
Tribal Drought Planning: The Hualapai Tribe. Natural Hazards
Review, Vol. 8(4), pp. 125-131

E-mail address:
cknutson1@unl.edu

Tala Awada, Ph.D. continued from page 3
lings under gradual soil water depletion. Plant Biology In Press.
Eggemeyer, K.D., Awada, T., Harvey, F.E., Wedin, D., Zhou, X. and Zanner,
R. (2009). Seasonal Changes in depth of water uptake for encroaching trees Juniperus virginiana and Pinus ponderosa and two dominant C4 grasses in a semi-arid grassland. Tree Physiology 29:157-169.
Rupe, A.D. and Awada, T. (2008). Results of a twenty-two year old
progeny test of a Pinus sylvestris plantation in eastern Nebraska.
RURALS 3(1): art 3. 1- 17.
Awada, T. and Josiah, S. (2007). Physiological responses of four
hazelnut hybrids to water availability in Nebraska. Great Plains
Research 14:193-202.
Zhou, X.H., Brandle, J.R., Schoeneberger, M.M. and Awada, T. (2007)
Developing above-ground biomass equations for open-grown
multiple-stemmed tree species: Shelterbelt grown Russian-olive.
Ecological Modelling 202: 311-323.
Eggemeyer, K.D., Awada, T., Wedin, D., Harvey, F.E. and Zhou, X. (2006).
Physiology of two native invasive woody species and two dominant
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warm-season grasses in the semiarid grasslands of the Nebraska
Sandhills. International Journal of Plant Sciences 167: 991-999.
Samartzidis, C., Awada, T., Maloupa, E., Radouglou, K. and Constantinidou, H. (2005). Rose productivity and physiological responses
to different substrates for soil-less culture. Scienta Horticulturae
106: 203-212.
Awada, T., Henebry, G.M., Redmann, R.E. and Sulistiyowati, H.
(2004). Picea glauca dynamics and spatial pattern of seedlings
regeneration along a chronosequence in the mixedwood section
of the boreal forest. Annals of Forest Science 61:789-794.
Awada, T., Radoglou, K., Fotelli, M. and Constantinidou, H. (2003).
Ecophysiology of seedlings of three Mediterranean pine species
in contrasting light regimes. Tree Physiology 23: 33-42.

Web address:
http://snr.unl.edu/people/faculty/awarda-tala.asp
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Above Average Precipitation
increases of one to five feet,” said Jesse Korus,
a groundwater geologist in UNL’s School of
Natural Resources. “A return to anywhere from
average to well above average precipitation
in all but the western tip of the panhandle
is the main reason for these (groundwater)
increases.”
The information is contained in the first
comprehensive statewide groundwater level
monitoring report UNL has published in 10
years. The 38-page report tracks changes in
Nebraska groundwater levels from Spring 2008
to Spring 2009, over the past 10 years, from
predevelopment of irrigation to Spring 2009,
as well as average daily streamflows in 2008
and other related information. Groundwater
level change statistics for each of Nebraska’s 93
counties are recorded.
Korus co-authored the report with UNL
geoscientist Mark Burbach, who has long
published annual change-level maps for UNL’s
Conservation and Survey Division.
“We have been publishing the changelevel maps every year, but this is the first time
a comprehensive annual and long-term nar�
rative report on the overall state of Nebraska’s
groundwater has been published since 1999,
which summarized water level changes in
1996,” Burbach said.
The most recent data collected by the two
groundwater researchers clearly notes some
good news across much of the state.
From 2008 to 2009, groundwater level
increases of more than a foot occurred in a
broad area of north central, northeast, south
central and southeast Nebraska.
“Rises of greater than five feet occurred
in large portions of Clay, Fillmore and York
Counties in the southeast, Buffalo County in
the central and Platte County in the north�
east,” Korus said, noting “There are several
smaller areas with greater than five-foot rises
in this region as well.”
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continued from page 1

Even some portions of western Nebraska,
long plagued by severe drought, saw some
relief, with small, scattered groundwater level
increases in Red Willow, Frontier, Chase and
Perkins Counties in the southwest and Scotts�
bluff, Morrill and Sheridan Counties in the
panhandle.
Precipitation is the main reason.
Much of central Nebraska experienced
greater than 130 percent of the 30-year average
precipitation in 2008. In areas such as Buffalo,
Dawson and Gosper Counties, precipitation
was as high as 180 percent of average. Even in
typically rain-starved western Nebraska, some
counties recorded precipitation of as high as
120 percent of average, while none were lower
than 70 percent of average.
“The more abundant moisture likely re�
sulted in reduced pumping for irrigation, and
in areas of shallow water table and permeable
soils it directly recharged the aquifer,” Korus
said.
Despite the relatively good news last
year did reveal continuing groundwater level
declines in some parts of the state. Two of the
largest are in southwest Nebraska in portions
of Keith, Perkins, Dundy and Case Counties,
where declines ranged from one to more than
eight feet. There were also annual declines
recorded in Box Butte, Sheridan and Cheyenne
Counties in the panhandle, averaging one to
five feet.
Groundwater levels also remain below
Spring 2000 levels over most of the state due
to widespread drought conditions from 2000
to 2007. Large areas of groundwater level
decline since predevelopment of irrigation
remain present in the south central, southwest
and panhandle, Korus explained.
Predevelopment water levels are estimat�
ed, but generally occurred before the 1930’s,
1940’s or early to mid-1950’s depending on
when intensive groundwater irrigation began.

From 2008 to 2009 there were also large
areas of the western sandhills and the south�
west showing little to no change in ground�
water levels.
“These areas received near normal pre�
cipitation and are also areas of relatively low
irrigation well density,” Korus said.
Average daily streamflow across the state
somewhat mirrored increases in groundwater
levels.
“Flows were well above the long-term
average over much of the state due to aboveaverage precipitation, but both streamflow
and precipitation were below to near average
in western parts of the state,” Korus said.
The groundwater level change maps can
be downloaded free at the School of Natural
Resources web site at http://snr.unl.edu/
information/GroundwaterMaps.asp. Maps
from previous years are archived there, too,
dating to 1954.
Data for the maps, graphs and reports
is based on recorded measurements from
more than 6,000 observation wells taken by 27
organizations, including each of Nebraska’s 23
Natural Resources Districts, U.S. Geological
Survey, Central Nebraska Public Power and
IrrigationDistrict, U.S. Bureau of Reclamation,
and UNL’s Conservation and Survey Division.
Groundwater level change maps rely
on well readings recorded as close to April 1
as possible, before the start of the irrigation
season.
The full, published report, “Nebraska
Statewide Groundwater-Level Monitoring
Report 2009,” (Nebraska Water Survey Paper
Number 76) which explains and amplifies
data presented on the maps, as well as other
materials, can be purchased for $15 online at
snrsales@unl.edu or at the Nebraska Maps
and More store, first floor Hardin Hall, UNL
East Campus, N. 33rd and Holdrege Sts.,
Lincoln.
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Free Water and Resource Lectures Continue
Most lectures are being videotaped and
most speaker materials will be available for
viewing online after they are presented at
watercenter.unl.edu.
For more information, contact the UNL
Water Center at (402) 472-3305. Seminar
cosponsors are UNL’s Institute of Agriculture
and Natural Resources and School of Natural
Resources.

Remaining lectures:
Feb. 17, Charles Werth, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Pore-Scale
Evaluation of Mass-Transfer Limited Reaction
and Biomass Growth in Groundwater, and
Implications for In-Situ Bioremediation
Feb. 24, Maurice Kremer Memorial
Lecture: Richard Hooper, Consortium of Uni�

continued from page 4

versities for the Advancement of Hydrologic
Science, Inc., Advancing Hydrologic Science
through Community Engagement
March 3, Williams Memorial Lecture:
Ariel Dinar, University of California, Riverside,
The Impact of Flow Variability on the Likeli�
hood of Cooperation Among International
Bilateral River Basin Riparians
March 10, Edella Schlager, University of
Arizona, Collaborative Watershed Governance:
Institutions, Conflict, and Conflict Resolution
March 17, No Seminar (UNL Spring Break)
March 24, Wen-Tso Liu, University of
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Biotechnology
in Microbial Forensics		
March 31, Sally MacIntyre, University
of California-Santa Barbara, Climate-Related

Variations in Mixing Dynamics in Arctic Lakes
April 7, David Pope, Missouri River
Associationof States and Tribes, New Oppor�
tunities in the Missouri River Basin
April 14, Jason Vogel, Okalahoma State
University, The Scoop on Crane Poop: Micro�
bial Water-Quality Effects of Migratory Birds
in the Central Platte River
April 21, Larkin Powell, UNL, Wildlife,
Water, and Ecotourism: Conservation on
Private Lands in, Namibia
April 28, Williams Memorial Lecture:
Elizabeth Marschall, The Ohio State Universi�
ty, Migration Delays Caused by Anthropogenic
Barriers: Dams, Temperature, and Success of
Migrating Salmon Smolts

From the Interim Director continued from page 2
which exceeded our most optimistic hopes
in terms of both attendance and participant
interactions, we have decided to go ahead
with planning for a Greater Platte River Basin
symposium, which will be held in Lincoln in
early October.
 Planning for the July water and
natural resources tour to the North and South
Platte River basins in Nebraska, Colorado and
Wyoming is continuing. Those leading the
tour and developing the agenda, including
our own Steve Ress, are planning to make a
second set-up tour of the area in late Febru�
ary. Extreme winter weather, both here and
in the Rockies, has delayed these trips a bit.
Look for a tour agenda to be out and for the
co-sponsoring Kearney Area Chamber of
Commerce to begin taking registrations in the
April/May timeframe.
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 One of my top priorities is helping to
build interdisciplinary faculty research teams and
link them with our stakeholders when faculty
champions step forward and request assistance.
For example, the Water Center is assisting faculty
in their preparations to host Rick Hooper of
CUASI, to lay the groundwork for response to
future Hydrologic Observatory grant request for
proposals. We encourage faculty to contact us if
they have an interest in obtaining Water Center
assistance in finding collaborators and partners
among our stakeholders.
 We will soon be assessing our affiliated
Water Sciences Laboratories through a user
survey that will be going out to many of you
in the next month and very much want and
need your candid responses. The lab has made
tremendous strides under the able manage�
ment of Dr. Dan Snow, and in many areas

now ranks as one of the preeminent university
analytical labs in the nation. It is a major asset
to the University of Nebraska–Lincoln and its
researchers. We merely want to determine if
there is interest in and support for several pos�
sible changes in its operating procedures.
 As usual for this time of the year, our
weekly water seminar lecture series is in full
swing. The free, public lectures are Wednesdays
3:30 to 4:30 p.m. in the first floor auditorium
of Hardin Hall on UNL’s East Campus (N. 33rd
and Holdrege Sts.) There are a wide variety of
topics and lecturers. Please stop in after looking
to see what might interest you.
 It is still anticipated that a national
search for a new, permanent director of the
Water Center will commence this spring.
That has been the plan since I became interim
director last fall and there have so far been no
changes to that commitment or schedule.
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NFS Grant Funds continued from page 1
known as IGERT, will fund an education
project focused on resilience and adaptive
governance in stressed watersheds. Doctoral
students in this rigorous program will study
resilience and adaptive management strate�
gies for stressed watersheds in the U.S. and
Eastern Europe. The program will integrate
scientific, socio-economic and legal aspects
involved in studying and managing complex
systems of people and nature.
The program will train graduate
students from many disciplines across the
natural, computational and social sciences
to become the next generation of natural
resource scientists, managers and policymak�
ers, said wildlife ecologist Craig Allen, who
will lead the IGERT program, which will be
based in UNL’s School of Natural Resources.
“Resolving increasingly complex water
issues requires the best and clearest scien�
tific information from interdisciplinary and
integrative science, and the best well-trained
scientists we can provide,” Allen said.
This is Nebraska’s first IGERT award
since NSF established the program in 1997
to encourage collaborative new models for
graduate education in science and engineer�
ing. It teams UNL water experts in many
scientific disciplines with national and
international partners, as well as agencies
and non-governmental organizations dealing
with water management issues.
“This grant will jump-start a perma�
nent interdisciplinary program of study in
resilience and adaptive management,” said
UNL Chancellor Harvey Perlman. “It fits
well with our university’s strategic goals for
interdisciplinary research and education,
and our commitment to be a leader in water
research.”
The program taps UNL’s broad exper�
tise in water, natural resources and climate
science to provide an innovative, interdis�
ciplinary graduate education and research
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experience, Prem S. Paul, vice chancellor for
research and economic development. “Such
training is largely missing in U.S. graduate
programs but it’s vital if we are to prepare the
next generation to respond to increasingly dif�
ficult water issues worldwide.”
John Owens, Harlan vice chancellor of
the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Re�
sources, said, AThis is exciting news for UNL.
It takes advantages of some key strengths we
have in water research and education and
positions us to enhance our national and
international leadership in this area.
Diminishing water resources and increas�
ing demand requires policy experts, managers
and scientists who understand complex eco�
systems, Allen said. UNL's program will focus
on resilience theory and adaptive management
and governance. Resilience focuses on preserv�
ing a complex ecosystem's ability to adapt or
evolve in the face of environmental change.
Adaptive management is a process of making
decisions in the face of uncertainty, moni�
toring over time and improving or adjusting
management as new information is available.
The IGERT program will fund 26
doctoral trainees over the next five years.
The program's first students are expected to
begin their studies in January. They will study
every angle of scientifically managing stressed
watersheds starting with Nebraska’s Platte
River. They also will study the Tisza River in
Hungary and the Odra River in Poland in
cooperation with the program’s international
partner the International Institute of Applied
Systems Analysis in Austria.
The program focuses on interdisciplin�
ary training in natural, social and computer
sciences. About 20 UNL faculty members
helped develop the adaptive management cur�
riculum and will work with graduate students.
Research will focus on understanding and
enhancing the resilience of over-appropriated
watersheds in the Great Plains, where agricul�

tural production and critical habitats rely on
fluctuating water resources.
Local, state and federal agencies, some
of whom have formally partnered in UNL's
IGERT program, will help shape an interdisci�
plinary curriculum in natural sciences, policy
and law and research externships, or practicebased learning. Externships and workshops
in the U.S. and Europe will give the fellows
real-world experience putting their train�
ing and theories to the test in ways useful to
environmental managers and policymakers,
Allen said.
“The program will help fundamen�
tally change academic culture by coalescing
students, faculty and partners from many
disciplines around a common goal of sustain�
ably managing over-appropriated watersheds,”
Allen said. UNL's program could provide a
model for integrating natural sciences, social
sciences, law and computer sciences in gradu�
ate education.
Organizers are working to recruit top
doctoral students, Allen said, especially those
from underrepresented groups. The program
will likely begin with a few students this fall,
with more students added as the program
ramps up.
IGERT partners currently include The
Nature Conservancy, Nebraska Game and
Parks Commission, Headwaters Corp. and the
Nebraska Department of Natural Resources.
The program also will work with the Resil�
ience Alliance, a loose international consor�
tium of 17 members, including UNL, focused
on multidisciplinary research that explores the
dynamics of complex adaptive systems.
Co-leaders at UNL are Sherilyn Fritz,
geosciences professor; Ashok Samal, computer
science professor; Alan Tomkins, director
of the university's Public Policy Center and
professor of psychology and law; and Andrew
Tyre, associate professor of natural resources.
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Platte Basin Tour

continued from page 4

Other stops and topics tentatively be�
ing discussed for the tour include the Platte
River Recovery Implementation Program,
Colorado’s Tamarack wildlife area and water
augmentation program, South Platte River
hydrology, surface and groundwater regula�
tion under Colorado law, water supply and use
challenges from continuing urbanization of
Colorado’s “Front range,” allocation of stream
flows among irrigators in Nebraska and Wyo�
ming, and a visit to UNL’s Panhandle Research
and Extension Center, Scottsbluff.
Conjunctive water use tensions in the

Pumpkin Creek valley in Banner and Morrill
Counties will also likely be talked about and
the tour will likely stop at Lake McConaughy
before returning to Kearney.
Tour co-organizers made an initial plan�
ning trip for the tour to western Nebraska and
Colorado in November, but were hampered
by early and heavy winter storms in the Rocky
Mountains. They will finish much of the tour
planning process with a follow-on planning
trip in late February, after which an itinerary
will be finalized.
“For now, we don’t yet have costs, itiner�

Watching Water Consumption

continued from page 7

Had irrigation been used to obtain the
25-bushel per acre increase, it likely would
have taken 2 to 4 additional inches of water.
The cost to apply 1 inch of water on 130 acres
with a center pivot, if diesel fuel is $3 per gal�
lon, can be $1,000 or more. For 4 inches the
cost could be $4,000 or more.
van Donk’s results in 2008 showed a 1.5
inch moisture savings and yield increase of
about 17 bushels per acre on the residue cov�
ered plots. Had irrigation been used to obtain
the 17-bushel per acre increase, it likely would
have taken 1.5 to 3 additional inches of water.
His explanation for the findings: Because

there was more evaporation on the bare-sur�
face plots, there was less moisture for transpi�
ration, an essential function of plant growth.
The physical effects that cause the increased
evaporation include more energy from the sun
reaching the bare surface and more movement
of air at the bare soil surface.
van Donk said the study demonstrates
that such irrigation savings can greatly help
irrigators reduce pumping costs and water
use in southwest Nebraska, where water al�
locations long have been in effect, as well as
other parts of the state where limited water
is becoming a reality. Such moisture savings

Wastewater Treatment Education
tank/drainfield or residential lagoon systems.
Participants of Alternative Systems
classes reported encountering 1,577 such
limiting-condition situations annually. They
now reporthaving a better understanding of
limiting conditions and alternative technolo�
gies that might be suitable for the limiting
conditions they encounter. This should result
in fewer marginal or illegal systems being
installed at sites with limiting conditions,
resulting in less risk to water resources from
improperly treated sewage.
In addition to providing education for
industry professionals, team members Jan
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ary and registration details finalized, but
there is still plenty of time to get those issues
resolved and get details to those who may be
interested in participating in the tour,” Ress
said, noting that the Kearney Area Chamber
of Commerce will likely begin taking tour
registrations in April.
Tour cosponsors include Central
Nebraska Public Power and Irrigation District,
Gateway Farm Expo, Kearney Area Chamber
of Commerce, Nebraska Public Power District
and UNL’s Water Center, School of Natural Re�
sources and Conservation and Survey Division.

could mean more water for other uses, such as
wildlife, municipalities, hydroelectrical plants
and compacts with other states.
This year and next, van Donk will con�
tinue the study by planting soybeans in no-till
corn residue.
Another water-savings project is at the
UNL farm site near Brule. It involves measuring
soil water and yields on plots where corn stalks
have been baled or grazed at different rates.
(Editor’s Note: Originally published in
the University of Nebraska–Lincoln Agricul�
tural Research Division’s Science for Life, Fall
2009, Vol. 2, No. 3).

continued from page 10

Hygnstrom, Sharon Skipton, and Wayne Woldt
educate Nebraska’s real estate professionals as
well as rural and acreage homeowners who use
private wastewater treatment systems.
Training includes wastewater treatment
basics as well as specifics on operating and
maintaining systems to prevent failure and
poor treatment of sewage being recycled
into groundwater. The team utilizes creative
approaches to present wastewater treatment
information - a topic in which many hom�
eowners are initially not interested.
Of note is a new educational tool. Using
information from the UNL Extension Neb�

Guide “Residential Onsite Wastewater Treatment: Septic Tank and Drainfield Maintenance,”
rolls of toilet paper were printed with septic
system best management practice tips.
These BMP educational messages repeat
every 18 inches throughout the roll.
Also, the team maintains a wealth of
information on UNL’s water web site at water.
unl.edu/wastewater. Information helps people
from Nebraska and beyond as they seek
answersto questions and solutions to prob�
lems related to private wastewater treatment.
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Feds Mull Regulating Drugs in Water
three chemicals used as drugs but better
known for other uses.
They join a list of 104 chemical and 12
microbial contaminants that the EPA is con�
sidering as candidates for regulation under
the Safe Drinking Water Act. No pharmaceu�
tical has ever reached the list in its 12-year
history, but medicines now make up 13
percent of the target chemicals on the latest
list “based on their potential adverse health
effects and potential for occurrence in public
water systems,” the EPA said.
They take a place beside such betterknown contaminants as the metal cobalt,
formaldehyde, the rocket fuel ingredient
perchlorate, and the disease germ E. coli.
Several scientists within and outside
government tied the stronger focus on hu�
man health to the Obama administration
and the president’s appointment of Lisa
Jackson, a highly regarded former head of
the New Jersey Department of Environmen�
tal Protection, to run the EPA.
“I think we are trying to be as aggres�
sive as we can. We understand it’s a major
national issue. We understand it’s a major
public concern,” said Peter Silva, the new
water administrator at the EPA.
However, making the candidate list pro�
vides no assurance that a chemical will reach
full-blown regulation. In fact, no chemi�
cal on the list has ever been made subject
to a national water quality standard, EPA
officials acknowledge. They intend to make
preliminary decisions on some of the latest
contaminants by mid-2012.
Water utilities and drug makers are
wary of the federal moves. Difficult scientific
questions remain over the possible threat
posed to humans by minuscule concentra�
tions in drinking water, where drugs are
typically found in parts per billion or tril�
lion. That’s way below medical doses.
However, some researchers fear that
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continued from page 5

very small daily amounts of unwanted drugs
in water could do cumulative harm to people
over decades, possibly in combination with
other drugs or in sensitive populations like
children or pregnant women.
Alan Goldhammer, a vice president of the
Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers
of America, said such trace amounts “really do
not pose a human health issue.”
“We do get concerned if we think that
somebody is going to require that the con�
sumers spend money and not get any health
benefit,” added Tom Curtis, a lobbyist for the
Denver-based American Water Works Associa�
tion.
The U.S. Geological Survey first began
taking notice of pharmaceutical contami�
nation several years ago. But until now the fed�
eral government has focused on the presence
of pharmaceuticals in rivers and streams.
A recently released EPA study found more
than 40 pharmaceuticals - everything from an�
tibiotics to heart medicine to antidepressants
- at nine publicly owned wastewater treatment
plants. The drugs appeared in concentrations
measured in parts per billion and trillion.
Many passed right through the plants.
Linda Birnbaum, who is director of the
National Institute of Environmental Health
Sciences and also oversees the National Toxi�
cology Program, said some program research
is focusing on how much environmental
pharmaceuticals can reach animal blood and
tissues and how that might compare with
humans.
Waste pharmaceuticals reach the en�
vironment when people take medicine and
excrete the unmetabolized portion. Millions
of pounds of waste drugs also escape into wa�
terways from hospitals, drug plants and other
factories, farms and the drains of American
homes, the AP has reported.
On its new list, the FDA, which regulates
medicines, says only 10 active ingredients in

controlled-substance drugs need to be flushed
to keep them away from children, abusers and
pets.
At the same time, the agency announced
it is working with partners to develop
programs to return unused drugs instead of
flushing them down the drain. The agency
wants “to encourage their development and
future use for all drugs,” declared Dr. Douglas
Throckmorton, deputy director of the FDA’s
Center for Drug Evaluation and Research.
Returned drugs are usually incinerated, which
destroys most active ingredients. Community
drug takeback programs have increased con�
siderably since the AP’s PharmaWater reports.
The recent announcements have been
striking in their speed and breadth. Just last
year, Ben Grumbles, Silva’s predecessor at the
EPA Office of Water under President George
W. Bush, said only one pharmaceutical was
under consideration for the list of candidates
for water standards. And it was the heart
medicine nitroglycerin, better known as an
explosive.
Yet some environmentalists say the
government should take even bolder action.
“Identifying the nature and scope of the prob�
lem is not the same thing as addressing the
causes of the problem,” said George Mannina,
an environmental lawyer in Washington.
He said the EPA should do more to keep
drugs out of the nation’s water supplies and
not rely on expensive filtering systems at water
treatment plants.
Jon Holder, a vice president at Vestara, a
seller of equipment to manage waste drugs,
said the EPA should be more aggressive about
enforcing hazardous waste laws that already
apply to some drugs used by hospitals.
“We applaud the light that’s being shined
on it, but we also recognize that the simple
enforcement of existing law would go a long
way,” he said.
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NEWS BRIEFS

AWWA Water Dictionary
The American Water Works Association
(AWWA) has published the second edition
of The Water Dictionary. This desk reference
has been updated and expanded, providing
standardized definitions for more than 15,000
water- and wastewater-related words, phrases,
acronyms, chemicals, microorganisms, units of
measure, calculations and formulas, and more.
Learn to speak the language of water. The
average person knows the definition of about
30,000 words. Water and wastewater profes�
sionals need to know 15,000 additional words
to do their work effectively. The Water Dictionary addresses this need, while including 3,000
new entries.
The dictionary includes illustrations
(including chemical structure illustrations), a
units of measure section, a table of conversion
factors (arranged alphabetically, providing
multiplication factors to convert almost any
unit of measure).
The dictionary is only available online at
http://www.awwa.org/bookstore.

EPA Baseline Study of U.S. Lakes
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agen�
cy (EPA) has released its most comprehensive
study of the nation’s lakes to date. The draft
study, which rated the condition of 56 percent
of the lakes in the United States as good and
the remainder as fair or poor, marked the first
time EPA and its partners used a nationally

consistent approach to survey the ecological
and water quality of lakes. A total of 1,028
lakes were randomly sampled during 2007 by
states, tribes and EPA.
The National Lakes Assessment reveals
that the remaining lakes are in fair or poor con�
dition. Degraded lakeshore habitat, rated “poor”
in 36 percent of lakes, was the most significant
of the problems assessed. Removal of trees and
shrubs and construction of docks, marinas,
homes and other structures along shorelines all
contribute to degraded lakeshore habitat.
Nitrogen and phosphorous are found at
high levels in 20 percent of lakes. Excess levels
of these nutrients contribute to algae blooms,
weed growth, reduced water clarity, and other
lake problems. EPA is very concerned about
the adverse impacts of nutrients on aquatic
life, drinking water and recreation. The agency
will continue to work with states to address
water quality issues through effective nutrient
management.
The survey included a comparison to a
subset of lakes with wastewater impacts that
were sampled in the 1970s. It finds that 75 per�
cent show either improvements or no change
in phosphorus levels. This suggests that the na�
tion’s investments in wastewater treatment and
other pollution control activities are working
despite population increases across the country.
Sampling for the National Rivers and
Streams Assessment is underway, and results
from this two-year study are expected to be
available in 2011.
The draft study: http://www.epa.gov/
lakesurvey.

What’s New at the Water Sciences Laboratory?
available technology for measuring different
forms of an element. We continue to get a
steady supply of samples measuring nitrate,
ammonia, phosphate and other constituents
using our discrete chemistry autoanalyzer.
This instrument has been useful in deter�
mination of total N and P for surface water
monitoring using persulfate oxidation
methods, and in measuring nitrate and am�
monia in sediment extracts for vadose zone
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Office Of Water Facebook Page
A new Facebook page, “Water Is Worth
It,” was launched by U.S. Environmental Pro�
tection Agency’s Office of Water to provide a
public forum to share information, encourage
discussion and raise awareness about the value
of water and water-related resources. The page
is found by searching for “Water Is Worth It”
at www.facebook.com.

Fifth Edition Plain Talk About Drinking
Water
The American Water Works Association
(AWWA) has published the fifth edition of
Plain Talk About Drinking Water. As consum�
ers become more concerned with where their
water comes from and what it contains, they
also want to know more about how to protect
it from contamination, how to conserve it, and
the truth about home water-treatment devices.
Plain Talk About Drinking Water address�
es these and many more common consumer
questions about tap water. The new edition
contains 231 questions and answers on topics
including: Health, taste, odor, appearance,
sources, distribution, conservation, regula�
tions, reporting, water security and more.
The question-and-answer format makes
it an easy-to-comprehend reference for anyone
with an interest in drinking water, including
school teachers, college professors, reporters,
environmental protection groups, water of�
ficials, water utility workers and doctors.
Plain Talk About Drinking Water is avail�
able online http://www.awwa.org/bookstore.

continued from page 20

contamination studies.
One area that explains the substantial
growth in the number of samples analyzed
through the lab is the increase in use by gradu�
ate students.
Several of the new methods have come
about directly as a result of students using the
facility for their research samples. Qualified
students can be trained in sample prepara�
tion and instrumentation for new or existing

methods at the lab, helping researchers stretch
project budgets and provide hands-on labora�
tory experience for these students.
Please contact myself, or any of the
staff, if you have questions about methods or
research support available to help you at the
Water Sciences Laboratory and check out the
lab’s new online appearance at watercenter.
unl.edu to keep tabs on “What’s New at the
Water Sciences Laboratory”!
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What’s New at the Water Sciences Laboratory?
By Daniel D. Snow, Ph.D., Director of Laboratory Services

Last year was one of the busiest I can
recall at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln
Water Sciences Lab. We logged nearly 3,900
samples in 2009, compared to 2,800 in 2008
and 2,000 the year before that.
Many of these were submitted for new
methods using automated stable isotope
equipment, environmental mass spectrometry,
and trace element work.
Our automated elemental analyzer-com�
bustion isotope ratio methods now include
oxygen isotope analysis of nitrate or phosphate
and may be useful for characterization of these
nutrient sources in source or groundwater.
Our nitrogen isotope (15N) analysis of nitrate
and ammonia continues in demand as we
work on ways to automate and reduce the time
and expense of this method.
Analysis of hydrogen, carbon and nitro�
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gen isotopes in water, plants and soil samples
also helps keep our stable isotope laboratory
equipment in use.
Our environmental mass spectrometry
lab stayed busy processing samples for pesti�
cides, pharmaceuticals and steroid hormones
in passive samplers, sediments and water sam�
ples. New methods in this area include analysis
of natural and synthetic steroid hormones in
water and soil samples using the photoioniza�
tion source purchased in 2007 for the triple
quadrupole mass spectrometer.
Based on testing in our laboratory, the
new ionization method is less susceptible
to matrix suppression, and therefore more
reproducible for steroids in comparison with
other sources. Along with the steroid hor�
mone analysis, we have a new method for
multiple classes of antimicrobial compounds

which includes macrolides, sulfonamides, and
ionophores. This method has been useful in
helping to characterize wastewater sources in
ground and surface water monitoring projects
using both grab samples and passive samplers.
For trace element analysis, our methods
have included quantification of individual ele�
ments such as arsenic, aluminum, mercury and
selenium in water, sediments and cell cultures.
We have also continued work in elemental
“speciation” by inductively coupled plasma
mass spectrometry and gas chromatography
mass spectrometry where we quantify differ�
ent forms of an element, such as mercury and
methylmercury, to better characterize toxicity
and potential environmental effects.
Coupling separation techniques with
mass spectrometry detection provides the best

continued on page 19
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